
What is a Medical Intuitive & why did you decide to

become one?

Talk about the link between Spirituality & Health

Lots of people are following their doctor's advice and yet

still aren't getting better. What's being missed?

How does a practitioner blend medicine and spirituality to

get transformation and healing in patients and clients?

What is the energetic exchange that must happen for

people to heal?

What are the common relationship mistakes?

How can you find someone online and in a pandemic?

What is the difference between fake respect and real

respect

The seven steps to getting real respect

How to eliminate being taken advantage of by

employers, colleagues, spouses, children, parents, and

friends

How to put an end to destructive “doormat” and

“perfectionist” behaviors

How real respect can eliminate anger, resentment, and

fear
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Medical Intuitive, Author
Veronica Anderson, MD, is a burnout-recovery specialist

and a physician career make-over coach. Dr. Veronica is

the author of three books.

Dr. Veronica began her medical career as an

ophthalmologist after graduating from Princeton University

and Rutgers Medical School and now has the distinction

of being both a licensed physician and a practicing

psychic. She is an integrative and intuitive medicine

physician, and a certified functional medicine physician.

She is also trained in homeopathy through the CEDH. Dr.

Veronica has appeared on national television, including

CNN and Fox News, and has been a guest on multiple

syndicated radio shows.

Why do so many high-performing, professional women

search their entire lives for appreciation and respect,

and rarely get it? What is that “secret something”

that women need to thrive professionally and in

relationships? 

Why do women always have to choose between career

freedom, more money, and respect?

Why can’t you have it all? Isn’t there a way to find

happiness and respect?

Dr. Veronica Anderson found the answers to these

questions while working with hundreds of women.

https://drveronica.com/
mailto:veronica@drveronica.com
https://www.facebook.com/drveronicaanderson
https://www.youtube.com/user/vaceyemd
https://www.instagram.com/drveronica/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/drveronicaanderson/
https://twitter.com/drveronicaeyemd
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But Now I See:
A Medical Intuitive Surgeon's Guide to the Meaning of Your Illness and

the Secrets to Healing Chronic and Incurable Disease

Using her gift of intuitive insight -- an ability to see not only the physical

symptoms but also the underlying causes of illness -- Dr. Veronica takes

you on an exploration of body, mind, and spirit.

Too Smart to Be Struggling:
The Guide for Over-Scheduled Doctors to Find Happiness (And Make

More Money, Too)

If you are serious about getting out of the cumbersome and inefficient

system with hectic and irregular schedules, feeling socially isolated, and

lacking control and autonomy in your current healthcare environment, you

need a change. Dr. Veronica Anderson overcame physician burnout and

went on to coach hundreds of others through their crisis so they could

answer the question that haunted them: “Should I quit medicine?”

Help! My Practice Sucks:
How to Turn Your Failing Practice into a Profit Center with Raving Fans

that Generously Pay You 

America is facing an epidemic of MD malaise – and Help! My Practice

Sucks delivers the needed medicine to doctors, an elite group of

professionals who have the highest respect rating of all professions in the

world, showing step-by-step, how to break the cycle of pain in their

practices and establish a higher standard for themselves, their patients’

care and their profit potential.

Get the Respect You Deserve:
7 Secrets to Getting Seen and Heard in your Job and Relationships 

In this groundbreaking guide, Dr. Veronica offers simple but proven

principles to stop being taken advantage of and start gaining the

genuine appreciation, respect, and relationships you’ve worked so hard

for without getting slapped with the big “B” in front of your name. 

And all with the dignity you deserve. 


